This paper investigates whether risks associated with time-varying arrival of jumps and their effect on the dynamics of higher moments of returns are priced in the conditional mean of daily market excess returns. We find that jumps and jump dynamics are significantly related to the market equity premium. The results from our time-series approach reinforce the importance of the skewness premium found in cross-sectional studies using lower-frequency data; and offer a potential resolution to sometimes conflicting results on the intertemporal risk-return relationship. We use a general utility specification, consistent with our pricing kernel, to evaluate the relative value of alternative risk premium models in an out-of-sample portfolio performance application.
I. Introduction
This paper evaluates whether jumps contribute to the dynamics of the equity premium for a broadly diversified portfolio of U.S. stocks. Motivated by the preference-restricted nonlinear pricing kernel proposed by Dittmar (2002) , we test whether the conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis risks are priced in aggregate stock returns. Our focus is the effect of jumps on the dynamics of those conditional moments and consequently, if priced, on the dynamics of expected excess returns (the equity premium) associated with the market portfolio. Building on Harvey and Siddique (2000) and Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) , we use a general utility specification, consistent with the pricing kernel, to evaluate the relative utility of alternative risk premium models in an out-of-sample portfolio performance application.
A. Overview of Our Model and Empirical Results
Our model filters daily market excess returns into large versus smaller changes, simultaneously with estimation of all of the parameters of the conditional distribution. In our parameterization, large changes in daily returns (jumps) contribute to the dynamics of conditional variance, the dynamics of conditional skewness and kurtosis, and consequently the dynamics of expected return through pricing of the associated risks. This allows expected jumps to have an impact (whether or not they occur) on the shape and location of the distribution of market excess returns.
More specifically, we model innovations of the return process using a GARCH-jump mixture model. That is, the jump component of the innovation follows a compound PoissonNormal distribution with an auto-regressive jump intensity and a normal jump size distribution. The diffusive component of the innovation is directed by an asymmetric 2-component GARCH process, and allows the persistence of jump effects on variance to be different than that of the diffusive component. These features are important for our pricing application since the 2nd GARCH component helps control for noise associated with daily returns and, as such, improves the sorting into jumps versus diffusive components.
Flexible modeling of the conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis dynamics will undoubtedly improve the explanatory power of the model for capturing the changing shape of the distribution. However, the focus of this paper is concerned with whether the dynamics of those higher moments of returns are associated with time-varying expected returns. In particular, are the risks associated with the arrival of jumps, and their effect on the higher moments of returns, priced in the mean? In other words, since our application is to excess returns on a market-wide index of stocks, are jumps related to the dynamics of the market equity premium?
Studies on jumps often assume that the compensation for jump risk is a linear function of the jump intensity, mostly to make risk neutral pricing (of options) tractable. In contrast, using a pricing kernel associated with general preferences to derive our equity premium specification, 1 we allow the jump risk to be priced both linearly and nonlinearly. More specifically,
following Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) , we have a 4-moment specification for the equity premium. However, in our case, jump risk is priced linearly through the conditional dynamics of variance, and nonlinearly through conditional skewness and kurtosis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to find significant pricing of both jump risk and diffusive risk, as well as realistic total equity premium estimates, using only a time series of equity return data.
Our empirical results show that higher-order moments are significantly priced in the equity premium. First of all, we find a positive risk-return tradeoff associated with the traditional risk for the market measured by the conditional variance.
2 The pricing of the conditional variance is robust across our proposed time-varying jump model specifications. Interestingly, when we restrict the model to have no jumps and only include one GARCH component, the variance dynamics are not significantly priced.
To see to what extent jumps are related to the equity premium dynamics, we analyze the marginal effect of jumps on the equity premium by fixing the GARCH component of volatility. We show that the marginal effect of jumps on the equity premium is positive at all levels of the GARCH volatility. The equity premium is increasing in the conditional jump frequency and this increase is greatest for low jump arrival rates and for low levels of the GARCH variance component. For our parameterization and sample, if the expected number of jumps increases by one per year, a representative investor will demand, on average, 0.1057% additional expected return for taking on the extra jump risk. This implies that the equity premium associated with jumps is about 3.96% per annum on average. All higher-order moments can be affected by jumps to returns. According to our parameter estimates, on average jumps contribute 1.12% to the equity premium through the variance dynamics and also add 2.84% to the equity premium through their contribution to skewness.
We find robust pricing of both the conditional variance and the conditional skewness in the market equity premium. For example, the equity premium associated with skewness risk is about 3.5% per annum. This is very close to the 3.6% per annum risk premium compensation for systematic skewness found by Harvey and Siddique (2000) who study the conditional skewness in a cross-section of monthly stock returns. Interestingly, when we impose the preference restriction of a non-negative price associated with kurtosis risk, our findings show that the price of kurtosis risk is close to zero. This is due to the high negative correlation between the conditional skewness and conditional kurtosis in the market index. Conditional kurtosis is significantly priced with a positive sign when the skewness factor is not included. In other words, at least at the market level, the skewness and kurtosis are likely to be representing the same source of risk.
Our results also offer a potential resolution to the conflicting results in the literature on risk and expected return for the market as a whole. We find a significantly positive equity premium but our results also reveal that a positive relationship between conditional variance and return only occurs when the GARCH variance component is at or above average levels. During calm times (low level of the GARCH variance component), the skewness effect dominates to generate a positive equity premium. For these periods if we were to omit conditional skewness from the equity premium specification, we could see a negative equity premium estimate (reflecting the negative relationship between the equity premium and the conditional variance at low levels of the latter), due to the missing skewness factor. In more volatile times, the variance premium effect dominates and we will be able to see a positive risk-variance tradeoff, whether we include conditional skewness in the equity premium specification or not.
Finally, we assess the value-added associated with pricing risk from jumps to returns that contribute to the dynamics of conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis. We do this by evaluating the realized utility and certainty-equivalent returns associated with a simple portfolio allocation application which requires out-of-sample equity premium forecasts. We conduct this out-of-sample evaluation for our model versus several special case benchmarks. Solving for the functional relationship between the parameters of our assumed general utility function and the prices of risk associated with the associated asset pricing model, we are able to calibrate the implied utility parameters to the empirical estimates for our equity premium specification. Our maintained prudence model generates higher realized utility and certaintyequivalent returns than special case benchmarks, including one that does not include jumps.
B. Related Literature and Our Model Features
There is a large literature extending the linear single-factor Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM).
3 An alternative approach is a CAPM-type model that evaluates whether higherorder moments of returns are priced. Notably, Harvey and Siddique (2000) extend the Kraus and Litzenberger (1978) 3-moment CAPM to a conditional setting in an extensive evaluation of whether co-skewness is priced in the cross-section of equity returns.
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Dittmar (2002) derives a pricing kernel that depends on higher-order moments by approximating the pricing kernel using a Taylor series expansion of the marginal utility of returns on aggregate wealth. Furthermore, Dittmar (2002) links preference-based asset pricing models with this nonparametric approach by using preference theory to restrict the sign of the coefficients. His cubic pricing kernel is consistent with a CAPM model in which investors have preferences that depend on the first four moments of returns as in Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) . As in some of the pure nonparametric approaches, these parameterizations can capture nonlinearities in the relationship between risks and expected return. Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) analyze the international asset allocation implications of time-variation in higher-order moments of stock returns using a 4-moment international CAPM allowing time-varying prices of covariance, co-skewness and co-kurtosis risk. Among other things, they explore the relative importance of modeling preferences for skewness and kurtosis versus incorporating time-varying moments within a typical mean-variance preference model. Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2009) use option prices and the method of Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) to estimate higher moments of the underlying security's risk-neutral return distribution which they then relate to subsequent returns. Duan and Zhang (2010) estimate investors' risk aversion using the Bakshi and Madan (2006) expression for volatility spread (between risk-neutral volatility and physical return volatility). Applying this methodology assuming power utility, Duan and Zhang (2010) derive an expression for the equity premium which is a function of the physical return variance, skewness and kurtosis with coefficients that are restricted to be a function of the risk aversion estimate.
In Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) variations in skewness and kurtosis are linked to uncertainty associated with shifts between bull and bear states. In our paper, the driver of conditional skewness and kurtosis dynamics is time-varying jump arrival and the associated multiple-component GARCH variance dynamics. Chernov, Gallant, Ghysels, and Tauchen (2003) suggest that either a 2-component parameterization of stochastic volatility (SV) or a SV-jump (SV-J) diffusion can capture the volatility dynamics.
5 We allow for dependence in the jump arrival process in a discrete-time setting.
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Most of the extant literature on pricing jump risk has focused on option pricing issues. A few, for example, Pan (2002), Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Ornthanalai (2008) and Elkamhi and Ornthanalai (2009) , have fit options and the underlying jointly but with the focus on solving option pricing puzzles. These papers adopt parametric models for the underlying assets.
5 Early examples of SV-jump-diffusion specifications with time-varying jump intensities include Bates (2000) , Andersen, Benzoni, and Lund (2002), Pan (2002) , Chernov et al. (2003) and Eraker, Johannes, and Polson (2003) .
6 Examples with time-varying jump arrival include Pan (1997), Bekaert and Gray (1998) , Bates and Craine (1999) , Neely (1999) and Das (2002) , who allow a volatility factor or financial/macroeconomic variables to affect the jump intensity. Johannes, Kumar, and Polson (1999) consider a state dependent jump model which allows past jumps and observables to affect the jump probability.
Another strand of the literature employs a nonparametric approach to estimate realized jumps from high-frequency data. For example, Bollerslev and Todorov (2011) estimate the market jump tail under the physical measure using high frequency intra-day data and estimate the risk-neutral counterpart from index options.
Our paper differs from these alternative approaches to pricing jump risk in several important dimensions. First of all, studies using both underlying asset returns and options are based on no-arbitrage (risk neutral) pricing whereas our specification of the equity premium is based on equilibrium asset pricing theory. Consequently, we only need the index return data to estimate the jump risk component of the equity premium. Studies which require options data or very high-frequency data will be restricted to shorter samples due to data availability. In some cases, the price of jump risk for the underlying is restricted to be zero, in some others it is imprecisely estimated, or implies an equity premium that is counterfactually large. Learning about tail events and jump dynamics could require a long span of calendar data such as used in our paper.
Secondly, our equity premium specification allows jumps to be priced linearly through the conditional variance and nonlinearly through the higher-order moments. In contrast, papers relying on options data typically assume that the compensation for jump risk is a linear function of the jump intensity, in order to have tractable option pricing formula. As we will demonstrate in our results section, not having the nonlinear pricing of jumps could be a potential source of mis-specification that makes many papers fail to find significant pricing of both jump risk and diffusive risk, especially when only equity data are available.
Thirdly, our parametric model differs from those which employ nonparametric methods to estimate realized jumps from high-frequency data, in that we estimate both the jump intensity and jump size distribution at the same time, along with the other parameters of the conditional distribution. Our approach allows us to filter returns into large changes and smaller changes, based on their different dynamic properties, simultaneously with estimation of all of the parameters of the conditional distribution. In our parameterization, large changes in daily returns contribute to the dynamics of conditional variance, the dynamics of conditional skewness and kurtosis, and consequently the dynamics of expected return through pricing of the associated risks. This allows expected jumps to have an impact on the shape and location of the distribution, whether or not they occur (the peso problem).
Finally, in contrast to many existing papers focusing on option pricing, we allow jump arrival to be directed by a different process than squared-return innovations. By introducing this additional source of dynamics, our approach is more flexible than those that parameterize jump arrival as an affine function of the time-varying volatility.
The next section outlines our flexible model for the dynamics of market excess returns followed by the parameterization of the equity premium and its relation to the conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis dynamics. Implications for how these conditional moments could be related to the equity premium are discussed with reference to equilibrium pricing theory. Section III summarizes data sources and the estimation method; followed by a summary of the estimation results in section IV. Those results include parameter estimates for our maintained model derived in section II and some model comparisons with special cases, as well as a summary of the components of the equity risk premium dynamics. Section V evaluates the out-of-sample performance of our maintained model relative to some benchmarks. Section VI concludes. In the appendix, section VII.A summarizes how we scaled the daily returns to facilitate estimation. Since our derivation in section II uses continuously compounded returns, section VII.B derives the analogous equity risk premium associated with simple returns, that is, returns compounded per period rather than continuously. Finally, section VII.C presents how we calibrate the general utility function used in the portfolio allocation exercise to the estimates of our maintained model.
II. Derivation of our Model
We follow Harvey and Siddique (2000), Dittmar (2002) and Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) in providing an asset pricing derivation for an empirical specification that tests whether or not higher-order moments of returns are priced as risk factors. In our case, the dynamics of the conditional third and fourth moments are driven by an autoregressive jump arrival process; and the conditional variance dynamics are driven by both jumps and a 2-component GARCH process. The focus of our paper is on the potential effects of jumps on the equity premium. Jumps affect the dynamics of conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis. Using results from equilibrium pricing theory summarized in sections II.E and VII.C, we explore whether those dynamics are priced as risk factors for the equity premium.
A. Dynamics of continuously compounded returns
We define the continuously compounded excess return on the market index as
in which r m,t is the continuously compounded return (including distributions) on the market index and r f,t is the continuously compounded riskfree rate. Henceforth, we will usually refer to r t , the excess continuously compounded return on the market, as the log return. In the following the information set is Φ t = {r 1 , . . . , r t }. We label the continuously compounded market equity premium expected for period t, given information at time t − 1, as m t . This conditional equity premium is parameterized in section II.E below. Assume that the dynamics of realized log returns are driven by
where
That is, u t has a predictable autoregressive component due to stale prices 7 , or missing pricing factors, and a mean zero return innovation ϵ t . Combining equations (2) and (3), and decomposing the total return innovation ϵ t into two components, we can rewrite realized log returns as
in which m t is the continuously compounded market equity premium expected for period t, given information, Φ t−1 , available at time t − 1. In addition, we assume that log returns are driven by two stochastic innovations ϵ 1,t and ϵ 2,t . In particular: ϵ 2,t is a jump innovation to returns, compensated so that it is mean zero; ϵ 1,t is a mean-zero normal innovation to returns directed by a conditional normal process; ϵ 1,t and ϵ 2,t are contemporaneously independent. Note that the conditional mean of the log return process is
but it is the market equity premium m t (the conditional mean net of any remaining serial correlation due to, for example, stale prices) that we evaluate below using an asset pricing framework.
B. Parameterization of the jump component
The mean-zero (compensated) innovation to returns from jumps is labelled ϵ 2,t . This innovation is directed by a conditional compound Poisson-Normal distribution reflecting a conditional Poisson jump arrival process combined with a conditional normal jump-size distribution.
B.1. Time-varying arrival of jumps
Define the discrete-valued number of jumps over the interval (t − 1, t) as n t ∈ 0, 1, 2, .... The conditional distribution of n t is Poisson with parameter λ t , that is,
The conditional arrival rate of jumps, λ t , is the expected number of jumps for period t given information at time t − 1, that is,
In other words, the number of jumps in period t, n t , is directed by a conditional Poisson process with a time-varying jump arrival rate λ t . As in Chan and Maheu (2002) and Maheu and McCurdy (2004) , we parameterize the time-series dynamics of λ t as an autoregressive process (labelled ARJI for autoregressive jump intensity):
in which the jump arrival innovation for period t − 1 is defined as
Jumps are latent; the expected number of jumps is computed using the estimation filter. The jump arrival innovation is the update in the expected number of jumps, for example, for period t − 1, when information is updated from period t − 2 to period t − 1. The time series parameterization for the expected number of jumps, λ t , given by equation (8), has a smoothing or persistence coefficient, γ 1 , associated with the expected number of jumps for the previous period, as well as a news-impact coefficient, γ 2 , associated with the jump arrival innovation.
It is important to note that we allow jump arrival to be directed by a different process than squared return innovations. Instead, the autoregressive jump frequency is directed by measurable jump-arrival innovations. This allows the impact and persistence of time-varying jump arrival on expected variance dynamics to be different than that captured by the GARCH component of variance.
B.2. The jump innovation to returns
The compensated jump innovation to returns, ϵ 2,t , is given by
where the total size of jumps in period t, J t , is
in which Y t,k is the size of jump k in period t which is drawn from a normal distribution with mean θ and variance δ 2 as in:
Note that we estimate the moments of this jump size distribution which, for example, contributes to skewness of the return distribution by allowing the average jump size to be different from zero. Since
the compensated jump innovation is mean zero, that is,
C. Parameterization of the normal innovation component
The normal innovation to returns, ϵ 1,t , is assumed to be directed by a 2-component GARCH specification 8 with feedback from jumps. This specification, which generalizes that in Maheu and McCurdy (2004) , is parameterized as follows:
where σ 2 t is directed by a two-component GARCH process specified as:
The long run component is captured by σ 2 1,t while the transitory moves in the GARCH conditional variance are modeled by σ 2 2,t . To help visualize their properties using our maintained model estimates, we plot the paths of these two components for 2007 in Figure 1 . Having the 2 nd component helps capture the diffusive volatility better. More importantly, for our purpose, the 2 nd component helps control the noisy or transitory part of the diffusive volatility, without which the noise could potentially be sorted as jumps, making jumps less precisely estimated.
[Insert Figure 1 about here.]
The generalized news impact coefficient g i (A i , Φ t−1 ) for the i th GARCH component, i = 1, 2, allows asymmetric impact from good versus bad news, as well as from jump versus normal innovations. That is,
Recall that E[n t−1 |Φ t−1 ] is the expected number of jumps at time t − 1 given Φ t−1 , provided by our estimation filter. Therefore, jumps are allowed to affect variance dynamics in several ways. The direct effect originates from dynamics associated with the autoregressive jump frequency which is directed by measurable jump-arrival innovations. There is also a feedback effect of jumps through the GARCH parameterization of the impact of squared return innovations on future variance. In particular, we allow return innovations to have asymmetric impact and persistence effects on future variance depending on whether the source of the innovations was from jumps or normal innovations and whether or not it was associated with good or bad news.
D. Dynamics of higher-order conditional moments
The conditional variance (v t ), conditional skewness (s t ), and conditional kurtosis (k t ) are:
Clearly jumps affect all of the conditional moments. As indicated in equation (22), the moments of the jump size distribution and jump arrival have a direct impact, measured by λ t (θ 2 +δ 2 ), on the conditional variance. However, as equation (21) shows, jumps also contribute to volatility clustering. That is, jumps are allowed to affect the future conditional variance through σ 2 t . Time-varying jump arrival will be the source of time-variation in the conditional 3rd and 4th moments (numerators of equations (23) and (24) respectively), whereas the conditional skewness and kurtosis statistics, s t and k t , will also be affected by time variation in the variance clustering component σ 2 t which is the total GARCH effect augmented by any persistence in the jump impacts.
Note that if jump arrival was constant but non-zero, λ t ≡ λ > 0, we would still have time-varying and non-normal levels of skewness and kurtosis, as measured by s t and k t . On the other hand if there were no jumps expected, λ t = 0 for all t, conditional skewness and conditional kurtosis would be the same as that for a conditional normal distribution. We estimate both of these special cases as part of our robustness analyses.
E. Parameterization of the equity premium
Applying the 3-moment CAPM of Harvey and Siddique (2000) to the market as a whole gives the following pricing relationship Building on Harvey and Siddique (2000) and Guidolin and Timmermann (2008), we propose a 4-moment application. We begin by taking an N th -order Taylor-series expansion of a general utility function, setting N = 4, so that
in which W t is the known initial wealth level about which the utility is expanded,
, and R W is the net return on aggregate wealth. Correspondingly, the Taylor-series expansion of marginal utility is
Without loss of generality, we normalize the constant initial wealth level so that W t = 1. This implies that the pricing kernel,
, is
in which g nt =
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3. As in Dittmar (2002) respectively, imply that g 1t < 0, g 2t > 0, g 3t < 0 while g 0t = 1. Since the utility approximation is truncated at N = 4, g nt = 0 for n > 3.
Using the fundamental pricing equation:
with Equation (28), and assuming the existence of a riskfree asset with net return R f t , we have a four-moment asset pricing model, as in Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) . For our application,
. Our preference assumptions imply that κ 1t > 0, κ 2t < 0, κ 3t > 0, that is, covariance and co-kurtosis earn positive premia while co-skewness earns a negative risk premium.
As derived further in section VII.C below, for our parameterization the conditional market equity premium m t is
in which v t , s t and k t are the conditional variance, and the conditional skewness and kurtosis statistics, respectively, all measurable with respect to information at time t−1. 10 We estimate this conditional equity premium with and without an intercept. The restrictions on the parameters, notably that ψ s ≤ 0 and ψ k ≥ 0, follow from the preference specification and the associated approximation to the pricing kernel given by equation (28). Section VII.C below also shows how we use our empirical estimates to calibrate the utility parameters for our out-of-sample portfolio application. The special case of power utility, as in Duan and Zhang (2010) , is also consistent with the restrictions ψ s ≤ 0, ψ k ≥ 0. This parameterization is:
For robustness, we also estimate an unrestricted version with no restrictions on the coefficients ψ v , ψ s , ψ k associated with the conditional market equity premium parameterization given by equation (31). However, our focus is to evaluate whether jumps contribute to the dynamics of the premium as parameterized in equation (31) or special cases thereof. Note that we include the effects of jumps on the conditional variance v t , as well as on the higher-order (normalized) conditional moments s t and k t .
III. Data and Estimation

A. Data
Our data are returns including distributions from a broadly diversified equity index, that is, the CRSP (Center for Research in Security Prices) NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ value-weighted index (vwretd from dsix) for the period January 2, 1926 to December 31, 2007. These returns are converted to continuously compounded daily returns. For the risk-free rates, we convert 30-day Treasury Bill returns (t30ret from mcti) to continuously compounded monthly returns and divide by 22 to approximate daily risk-free continously compounded rates. These are subtracted from the continuously compounded daily index returns resulting in our full sample of 21775 daily excess log returns. Descriptive statistics are reported in Table I. [Insert Table I about here.]
B. Estimation method
As in Maheu and McCurdy (2004) , analytical filtering allows one to infer probabilities associated with the unobservable jumps. The filter can be constructed as,
This filter provides an ex post distribution for the number of jumps, n t . For example, one method to assess whether or not a jump occurred in a particular period would be to use the filter to find the probability that at least one jump occurred. This is, P (n t ≥ 1|Φ t ) = 1 − P (n t = 0|Φ t ), which is directly available from model estimation. The model can be estimated by maximum likelihood. This involves integrating out the number of unobserved jumps. Given the number of jumps j and the parameter vector Θ the conditional density of returns f (r
where j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }. The full likelihood contribution in terms of r t is then
where the second term in the summation is the p.d.f. of the time-varying Poisson distribution in (6). Finally, the full sample loglikelihood is l = ∑ T t=1 log f (r t |Φ t−1 , Θ) which is maximized with respect to Θ by a quasi-Newton routine.
The terms in the likelihood and filter involve an infinite summation. To make estimation feasible, we truncated this summation at 25. In practice, for our model estimates, we found that the conditional Poisson distribution had zero probability in the tail for values of n t ≥ 10.
IV. Results
A. Parameter Estimates
Table II provides parameter estimates for the full model with alternative specifications for the conditional market equity premium, m t . Column 2, labelled 'prudence', reports estimates for our maintained parameterization of m t given in equation (31). Column 3, labelled 'intercept', provides estimates for the same model including an intercept, µ, in the conditional mean. Column 4, labelled 'unrestricted', removes the sign restrictions on skewness and kurtosis implied by decreasing absolute prudence. Column 5, labelled 'variance', just prices the conditional variance, v t ; column 6, labelled 'skewness', prices both the conditional variance and conditional skewness; and column 7, labelled 'kurtosis' prices both the conditional variance and conditional kurtosis. As described below, we try pricing these components separately due to the strong negative correlation between skewness and kurtosis.
[Insert Table II about here.] In order to focus on the alternative specifications for the equity premium, all of the models reported in Table II include an AR(2) dynamic in the conditional mean to capture remaining serial correlation, have an identical GARCH specification for volatility clustering, and have the same parameterization for jump dynamics.
The estimation results in Table II reveal significant risk pricing associated with the market equity premium. In our maintained specification (column 2), the coefficient on the conditional variance is 0.027 (ψ v ) with a significant t-stat of 3.3. The skewness coefficient ψ s is -0.028 with a significant t-stat of -3.4, implying a significant negative price of skewness risk. If the skewness statistic, s t , is also negative, which it is in our sample, this implies that investors will be compensated with extra expected return for being exposed to negative skewness. The kurtosis risk, however, does not seem to be priced in the presence of the skewness risk premium, suggesting that market-wide skewness and kurtosis are capturing the same source of higherorder risk. For the 'intercept' case (column 3), the intercept µ, which is used to capture missing pricing factors, is not statistically significant (t-stat -1.4). This result supports our maintained specification given by equation (31) with results reported in column 2.
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The GARCH components of the variance are very similar across models. The first GARCH component captures the long-run dynamics (highly presistent with a β 1 estimate of 0.98); while the second GARCH component has a β 2 of about 0.77 indicating lower persistence. As reported in Table V , a 1-component GARCH specification is rejected (p-value 4.13e-52) in favor of the maintained 2-component GARCH parameterization.
The next set of parameters (3rd panel Table II) capture volatility asymmetry with respect to the sign of the return innovation and the inferred number of jumps as parameterized in equation (21). These asymmetries enter both the short and long-run component of the GARCH specification. Again, parameter estimates are very similar across models. In each case, a negative return innovation (bad news) results in a significant increase in the conditional variance (α a,1 and α a,2 are positive) while an inferred jump contributes to a drop in the GARCH variance (α a,j,1 and α a,j,2 are negative). That is, jump innovations to returns get incorporated into prices more quickly than normal innovations. This effect (α a,j,1 ) is strongest for the long-run component.
Despite a rich 2-component GARCH specification, there remains strong evidence of jump dyamics in daily returns. The arrival of jumps is autocorrelated with a γ 1 of 0.95 which is highly significant. Jumps tend to arrive in clusters and this will have important implications for the dynamics of the higher-order conditional moments of returns as summarized in equations (22) to (24). The LR test for no autocorrelation in jump arrival is decisively rejected with a p-value of 3.7e-23. The arrival of jumps is infrequent on average. That is, according to the parameter estimates, the unconditional jump arrival rate, E[λ t ] = γ 0 /(1 − γ 1 ), is 0.14 which implies about 35 jumps on average per year in the long run. Also, on average, jumps result in a drop in the market price, that is, the mean of the jump size distribution, θ, is significantly negative.
A.1. Alternative Equity Premium Specifications
We explore additional pricing specifications in columns 5 to 7 of Table II. For example, in column 5 we report results from a parameterization that imposes the restriction that skewness and kurtosis are not priced, that is, ψ s = ψ k = 0. In this special case, the conditional variance (which includes jump effects) is still significantly priced. However, the likelihood ratio test presented in Table V 
statistically insignificant in our sample. Note that this special case implies a coefficient of relative risk aversion of about 2.7.
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Column 4 of Table II reveals that if we remove the restriction that ψ s ≤ 0, ψ k ≥ 0 implied by the preference theory in Dittmar (2002) and others, both skewness and kurtosis are significantly priced in the equity premium, but the price, ψ k , associated with kurtosisis is negative. This is counterintuitive and at odds with the preference-based restrictions.
If we only price the conditional variance and conditional skewness (column 6), the results are essentially the same as in column 3 with the difference due to numerical approximation errors. If we only price conditional variance and conditional kurtosis (column 7), then both these risk factors are also significantly priced in the equity premium. More importantly, the coefficient on the kurtosis becomes significantly positive. Taken together, our results suggest that skewness and kurtosis at the market level seem to pick up the same source of risk.
Investigating the correlation of the estimated skewness and kurtosis (from both our model and sample counterpart), we find a high negative correlation between skewness and kurtosis (-0.96 from our model and -0.93 from the sample estimate computed using a 15-year moving window of the historical returns). A negative correlation between risk-neutral skewness and kurtosis is also documented in Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) in a study of the effect of skewness and kurtosis on the slope of the volatility surface. Chang, Christoffersen, and Jacobs (2009) also find a large negative correlation between risk-neutral skewness and kurtosis, a price of skewness risk robust to different specifications, but no robust pricing result on kurtosis in a cross-sectional study. This supports our conclusion gleaned from estimating the alternative special cases and also supports the preference-based restrictions associated with our maintained specification in column 2.
A.2. Importance of Nonlinear Pricing of Jumps
To demonstrate the importance of having a nonlinear pricing structure for jumps in the equity premium, we estimate a model with the full dynamics as in our 'prudence' model but with the equity premium specified as follows:
This linear pricing specification is typically assumed in the studies that use both equity and options to identify the pricing of jump risk (e.g., Pan (2002)). We label this specification of the equity premium as the 'linear' model. Table III presents a comparison of the results for the linear versus our nonlinear specification of the equity premium. The parameter estimates for the GARCH and jump dynamics of the 'linear' model are quite similar to those in the 'prudence' model. Therefore we only report the estimates of the pricing coefficients to facilitate comparison. In the 'linear' model, we haveψ j = 0.185 (t-stat=2.57) andψ v = 0.017 (t-stat=1.29), i.e., jump risk is significantly priced whereas diffusive risk is not. Furthermore, the likelihood (-24582) of the 'linear' model is much smaller than that (-24577) [Insert Table III about here.] This comparison highlights the importance of having a nonlinear pricing structure for jumps in the equity premium. In particular, having jumps priced through higher-order moments not only works well empirically but, theoretically, is also consistent with more general preferences as derived in section VII.C.
A.3. Alternative Specifications of Dynamics
Table IV provides estimates for alternative specifications of the volatility and jump dynamics. For example, removing jumps from our parameterization results in the special cases of either a one-component or a two-component GARCH-in-Mean specification (columns 2 and 3 respectively).
14 As evident from the resulting likelihoods in Table IV , compared with our maintained model in columns 2 or 3 of Table II , including jumps results in a much superior fit. As reported in Panel B of Table V , the likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistics of 1872.4 and 1459.2 reject the no-jump 1-component and 2-component GARCH-in-Mean special cases with extremely small p-values.
[Insert Table IV about here.]
Nevertheless, even with our most general specification of jumps, the 2nd GARCH component is still very important; the LRT reported in Panel B of Table V comparing column 3 of  Table II with a special case without the 2nd GARCH component has a p-value of 4.13e-52.
The asymmetric feedback from jumps to diffusive volatility is also very important as revealed by the test of the restriction α a,j,1 = α a,j,2 = 0 reported in the first line of Panel B of Table V .
Column 4 of Table IV shows the results of assuming constant jump arrival. The LRT reported in Panel B of Table V decisively rejects constant jump arrival in favor of our autoregressive parameterization of the jump arrival process (p-value of 3.74e-23).
[Insert Table V about here.] Finally, column 5 of Table IV confirms that the equity premium pricing structure is robust to the specification without an AR(2) structure in the conditional mean. The pricing coefficients are similar to those of our maintained specification in columns 2 or 3 of Table II: both ψ v and ψ s are significantly priced and ψ k is close to 0.
B. Risk and the Equity Premium
Jumps contribute to the dynamics of the total conditional variance and also drive the dyanmics of conditional skewness and conditional kurtosis in our maintained model. The results for that model, reported in column 2 of Table II , reveal a positive coefficient on the variance and negative coefficient on skewness. Apparently jumps contribute to the pricing of the equity premium. However, since both jumps and the GARCH volatility enter our parameterizations of the conditional variance, conditional skewness and conditional kurtosis, the net contribution of jumps versus GARCH volatility to the dynamics of equity premium is difficult to disentangle. To this end, in this subsection we focus on these two contributions to risk and attempt to isolate their net effects on the equity premium.
Using the variance forecast as a measure of risk for the market as a whole follows the long tradition from Merton (1980) . Given that we estimate constant moments for the jump-size distribution, the contribution of jumps to the dynamics of the equity premium is driven by λ t . A larger λ t indicates a larger probability of a jump event. Jump events are generally realizations in the tails of the distribution and, according to our estimate of the jump-size distribution, they are more likely to be the left tail.
We compute the marginal effect of these two components using the partial derivative of the equity premium m t with respect to λ t and σ t respectively. Figure 2 displays the partial derivative of m t with respect to λ t for a range of empirically realistic values of λ t . This is done for three different levels of the GARCH volatility component. Note that the equity premium always increases in response to an increase in jump risk (λ t ). However, the size of the effect differs depending on the level of the GARCH volatility and the current value of λ t . A unit increase in λ t yields the largest increase in the premium when the GARCH volatility is low and when jump activity is expected to be low. In more volatile times, as measured by larger σ t and/or larger λ t , the effect of an increase in jump risk is still positive but much smaller. In order to get some idea of the magnitude of the effect of jump risk on the equity premium m t , we compute the partial derivative of m t with respect to λ t at each t. The sample mean of this derivative is around 0.1057, suggesting that one more jump in a year increases the equity premium by 0.1057%. On average we estimate that there are about 37.5 jumps a year.
Therefore, based on our maintained model reported in column 2 of Table II, the contribution of jumps to the market equity premium is about 3.96% per annum. Note that Pan (2002) and Elkamhi and Ornthanalai (2009) report jump risk premia of approximately 3.5% and 3.18% respectively by jointly estimating return dynamics and option dynamics. Bollerslev and Todorov (2011) obtain a median jump risk premium of 5.2% using options data and a nonparametric approach to estimate realized jumps from high-frequency data. Figure 3 reports the partial derivative of the equity premium with respect to σ t . Interestingly, in contrast to λ t , an increase in GARCH volatility has a negative effect on the premium for small values of σ t and a positive effect for average to larger values of GARCH volatility. The negative effect originates from the fact that an increase in σ t increases both the conditional variance and the skewness (decreases the negative skewness).
15 Therefore, our results suggest that in relatively calm times (small σ t ), an increase in σ t has a stronger effect on the equity premium from our (normalized) skewness measure than from the variance. Intuitively, investors are more excited about the increase in skewness (s t has a smaller negative value) and the potential increase in upside, therefore they demand a smaller equity premium. In more volatile times, the equity premium effect of σ t through the variance channel dominates that from the skewness and investors demand a higher equity premium for an increase in σ t . Note that average σ t for our sample is 0.75 which is close to where the partial derivative changes from negative to positive.
[Insert Figure 3 about here.]
We also present a numerical example in Table VI to help capture the intuition. To illustrate, we set the jump intensity at the sample average. This table presents the results on two low volatility days. Suppose on one day the diffusive volatility is 0.07 (annualized), then according to our 'prudence' model estimation, the equity premium from conditional variance is 2.1% (annualized) and the equity premium from the conditional skewness is 7.5% (annualized), resulting in a total equity premium of 9.6% (annualized) for this particular day. It is clear that the skewness component dominates in this case because the magnitude of the skewness is quite high (−1.1). Skewness at the market level illustrates the left-tail risk as measured by the distributional asymmetry relative to the dispersion of the distribution (where the latter is 15 This can be verified from equations (22) to (24) and the fact that the estimated jump-size mean θ is negative. That is:
Note thatŝ < 0 sinceθ < 0; so ∂ŝ/∂σ > 0 refers to a decrease in negative skewness.
measured by volatility). When the dispersion of the distribution is low, a moderate amount of jump risk (to the left tail on average) could generate a significant asymmetry in the distribution. When the dispersion increases, e.g., σ increases from 0.07 to 0.1, the magnitude of the skewness drops significantly to −0.5, resulting in a total equity premium of 7.1%, despite an increase in the equity premium due to the variance (from 2.1% to 3.5%). Therefore, if we omit the skewness component of the equity premium, an increase of σ from 0.07 to 0.1 corresponds to a decrease in the equity premium, m, from 9.6% to 7.1%. In contrast, in more volatile times an increase in σ will correspond to an increase in m because the equity premium will then be dominated by the variance. Even if the jump risk were higher in more volatile times, the return distribution could actually be less asymmetric than in less volatile times so that the variance component of the equity premium dominates.
[Insert Table VI about here.]
These results offer a potential resolution to the conflicting results in the literature on risk and expected return for the market as a whole. In this literature, higher-order moments are not considered as part of the risk. A positive relationship between conditional variance and return only occurs when the GARCH variance component is at or above average levels. During calm times (low level of the GARCH variance component), the skewness premium effect dominates. For these periods if we were to omit conditional skewness from the equity premium specification, due to the missing skewness factor we could, inappropriately, estimate a negative relationship between the equity premium and the conditional variance at low levels of the latter. In more volatile times, the variance premium effect dominates and we will be able to see a positive risk-variance tradeoff, whether we include conditional skewness in the equity premium specification or not.
C. Equity Premium Size and Dynamics
Table VII presents the descriptive statistics of the equity premium from our maintained model in column 2 of Table II, as well as those for the unrestricted model in column 4 of the same table. The median (average) equity premium estimate is about 7.8% (9.8%) per annum for the maintained prudence model and 7.1% (9.6%) for the unrestricted parameterization.
16
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the time-series dynamics of the equity premium for the maintained and unrestricted specifications respectively. Although the time-series pattern of the equity premium is quite similar for the two specifications, the unrestricted parameterization has larger outliers and some negative values. In other words, the restriction implied from preference theory for the prudence model ensures that the (expected) equity premium is always postive.
Notice that the average premium will be affected by a few large outliers associated particularly with 1987 and the 1930s. Note though, as mentioned above, our results with respect to the significance of the variance and skewness components of the equity premium are robust for the post-1930s (1940-2007) subsample.
[Insert Table VII about here.] According to our parameter estimates, the average expected number of jumps per year is 37.5. Combining this with the average impact of a change in jump risk implies that the equity premium associated with jumps is about 3.96% per annum on average.
In our parameterization all higher-order moments can incorporate jumps. According to our parameter estimates for the maintained model (column 2 of Table II), using the average of the estimated jump arrival rateλ, jumps contribute 1.12% to the equity premium through the variance dynamics 17 and 2.84% associated with the skewness premium.
In addition to the significant pricing of variance with respect to the market equity premium, we find robust pricing of skewness for the market equity premium. The equity premium contributed by the premium for skewness is on average 3.5%, which contributes about 36% of the overall equity premium for our sample.
18 This is very close to the 3.6% per annum risk premium compensation for systematic skewness found by Harvey and Siddique (2000) who study the conditional skewness in a cross-section of monthly stock returns. In our parameterization of the time-series of daily market excess returns, jumps account for about 81% of that skewness premium.
As noted above, when we impose the preference restriction of a non-negative price associated with kurtosis risk, our findings show that the price of kurtosis risk is close to zero. We find that this is due to the high negative correlation between the conditional skewness and conditional kurtosis in the market index. Conditional kurtosis is significantly priced with a positive sign when the skewness factor is not included. In other words, at least at the market level, the skewness and kurtosis are likely to be representing the same source of risk, that of the crash risk. Table VIII reports summary statistics for our estimated higher-order moments for both the maintained prudence model and the unrestricted model (columns 2 and 4 of Table II, respectively) which are plotted in Figures 6 and 7. [Insert Table VIII about 
V. Out-of-Sample Asset Allocation Performance
In this section, we evaluate the value-added associated with out-of-sample forecasts that incorporate priced risks associated with time-varying arrival of jumps through their effect on the dynamics of conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis. We do this by evaluating the realized utility and certainty-equivalent returns associated with a simple portfolio allocation application. As our model is on the market index, we assume that an investor is making investment decisions between the market portfolio and the risk-free asset. We derive optimal portfolio weights using the forecasts associated with our maintained model versus several alternative benchmarks.
Building on Harvey and Siddique (2000) and Guidolin and Timmermann (2008), we use a Taylor-series approximation to a general utility function which is consistent with the pricing kernel used to derive our maintained risk premium specification. Determining the additional parameters associated with a more general utility function is challenging. However, the equity premium associated with our maintained prudence model, summarized in section II.E, provides additional parameters (prices of risk) associated with the higher-order terms in the risk premium specification. As shown in section VII.C (in the appendix), we obtain the functional relationship between these parameters and the coefficients for the Taylor-series expansion of a general utility function. We can then solve for the coefficients of that approximation to general utility and calibrate the implied utility coefficients to the empirical estimates associated with our equity premium specification. This provides an approximation to general utility for our performance application that is consistent with our asset pricing model and empirical estimates.
We compare the out-of-sample portfolio performance based on four different models of the market index return. The four models are the prudence model (our maintained model), the variance model, the GIM-1 model, and a constant model which assumes a constant equity premium. The prudence, variance, and constant models share the same jump dynamics and associated time-varying variance, skewness and kurtosis. The prudence and variance models are reported in columns 2 and 5 of Table II. The GIM-1 model, which is the traditional single-component GARCH-in-mean model, is reported in column 2 of Table IV . For each of the models, we estimate the parameters using the data up to the end of 2001; using data from 2002 to the end of 2007 to evaluate the out-of-sample performance.
The out-of-sample portfolio performance results are reported in Table IX . For comparison with other studies, such as Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) , the asset allocation performance results are performed using daily returns scaled to a monthly equivalent. As is clear from Table IX, the prudence model dominates the other three benchmark models. It results in higher average realized utility, lower standard deviation of realized utility, and a higher annualized certainty equivalent return (CEQ).
19 There are clear benefits to pricing jumps (prudence versus GIM-1 ), and to pricing higher-order moments (prudence versus variance).
VI. Concluding Comments
In this paper we demonstrate that jump risk is priced in the market index and contributes to the equity premium. Jump risk potentially gets priced through the time-varying conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis. The time-varying conditional moments of excess returns are generated by the time-varying jump arrival process and two-component GARCH dynamics.
Empirically, we find that the conditional variance and skewness are priced in the market equity premium. Our results highlight the importance of having a nonlinear pricing structure for jumps in the equity premium. In particular, having jumps priced through higher-order moments not only works well empirically but, theoretically, is also consistent with more general preferences. The results are robust to different specifications of the equity premium and/or the volatility and jump dynamics.
We compute the marginal effect of jumps on the equity premium and find that on average 1 more jump per year would increase the equity premium by 0.1057%. The average number of jumps per year according to our parameterization and sample is 37.5 which implies an overall jump risk premium of 3.96% per annum. Jump risk is priced in the market equity premium both through the jump component of variance dynamics and skewness contributing 1.12% and 2.84%, respectively, to those premiums.
The total skewness premium is about 3.5% per annum. Our maintainted model imposes a nonnegative coefficient on conditional kurtosis as implied by decreasing absolute prudence preferences. In this case, we find the price of the kurtosis to be zero in the presence of the skewness risk. We explore different specifications of the equity premium by pricing skewness and kurtosis separately and find them to have the expected signs. We further investigate the correlation between kurtosis and skewness and find a strong negative correlation. These findings suggest that at least at the market level, the skewness and kurtosis seem to represent the same source of market crash risk.
Our study has some important implications for the literature on estimation of the riskreturn relationship with high frequency data. Identifying jump risk and the associated intertemporal risk-return tradeoff has been found to be difficult in prior studies unless one also uses options data. Our results show that it is possible to identify jump risk and its contribution to the market risk-return tradeoff using equity data only.
VII. Appendix
A. Scaling Returns
Empirically, we find that we need to scale the daily returns r t in order to get numerically stable estimates. Assuming that ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0 and suppressing the time index for convenience of notation, recall from section II that
where ϵ 1 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), ϵ 2 = J − λθ, and J = ∑ n k=1 Y k follows a compound Poisson distribution with parameters (λ, θ, δ) . λ is the arrival rate for the Poisson distributed variate n and the jump size is distributed normally as
Scaling r by 100 and denoting the scaled return by r 100 , r 100 = m 100 + ϵ 1,100 + ϵ 2,100 ,
in which
Estimating equation (40) is equivalent to estimating equation (38) 
Also, 100ϵ 2 follows a compound Poisson distribution with parameters (λ, 100θ, 100δ). In particular, the Poisson distribution that governs the number of jumps does not change whereas the jump size is scaled by 100. That is,
First we define the parameters of ϵ 1,100 and ϵ 2,100 in the following way:
θ 100 = 100θ (48)
where the parameters with subscript 100 are for the scaled returns r 100 . After the reparametrization, ϵ 1,100 ∼ N (0, σ 2 100 ) and ϵ 2,100 follows a compound Poisson distribution with parameters (λ 100 , θ 100 , δ 100 ) and Y k,100 ∼ N (θ 100 , δ 2 100 ). Using equations (46) 
= 100 2 σ 2 + λ(100 2 θ 2 + 100 2 δ 2 ) = 10000v, Note that in the estimation we only use the scaled return r 100 , therefore in equation (41) 
we need to replace v with v 100 using v 100 = 10000v, replace s with s 100 using s 100 = s, and replace k with k 100 using k 100 = k. After this operation we have
Therefore, we scale the parameters in m 100 as
and obtain m 100 = µ 100 + ψ v,100 v 100 + ψ s,100 s 100 + ψ k,100 k 100 .
Combining all of the rescaled terms:
r 100 = µ 100 + ψ v,100 v 100 + ψ s,100 s 100 + ψ k,100 k 100 + ϵ 1,100 + ϵ 2,100 (60)
B. Simple Risk Premium
Equation (31) specifies the conditional equity risk premium associated with excess continuously compounded returns for a market-wide index. Often the equity premium is computed using simple returns, that is, compounded per period rather than continuously.
For our specification, the conditional simple equity risk premium, labelled as m s,t is: 
Recall from section II.B.1 that the compensated jump innovation is
and
As noted in equation (13), the jump-size distribution is normal, in which case
Therefore, the conditional risk premium m s,t is
Written in terms of returns scaled by 100, this is the daily risk premium expressed as a percentage.
C. General Utility Approximation
This appendix shows how we obtain the coefficients of an approximation to a general utility function implied by our estimates of the parameters of the associated risk premium specification.
Building on Harvey and Siddique (2000) and Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) , we begin by taking an N th -order Taylor-series expansion of a general utility function, setting N = 4, so 
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3. As in Dittmar (2002) , U ′ > 0, U ′′ < 0, U ′′′ > 0, and U ′′′′ < 0, that is, positive marginal utility, risk aversion, decreasing absolute risk aversion, and decreasing absolute prudence, respectively, imply that g 1t < 0, g 2t > 0, g 3t < 0 while g 0t = 1. Since the utility approximation is truncated at N = 4, g nt = 0 for n > 3. Using the fundamental pricing equation:
with Equation (69), and assuming the existence of a riskfree rate, we have a four-moment asset pricing model, as in Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) ,
where κ nt = −g nt (1+R f t ) and R f t is the net return on the risk free asset. The above preference assumptions imply that κ 1t > 0, κ 2t < 0, κ 3t > 0.
For notational convenience, in the following derivation we define the excess return on market index as R t+1 ≡ R W t+1 −R f t and abstract from the autocorrelation terms in our empirical implementation, so that:
Rearranging the above equation, and given that R f is conditionally non random, we have
One can verify that
Therefore we have
Similarly we can get
so that
Plugging Equations (76) and (80) into Equation (73) we have
Solving the above equation for m t gives
between the risk premium specification and the pricing kernel, The daily excess returns r t are scaled by 100.
Model specification for parameter estimates in Table II and Table IV :
2 ) (σ 2 t + λ t θ 2 + λ t δ 2 ) 3/2 k t = 3 + λ t (θ 4 + 6θ 2 δ 2 + 3δ 4 ) (σ 2 t + λ t δ 2 + λ t θ 2 ) 2 Column 2 (labelled 'prudence'):
Column 3 (labelled 'intercept'):
Column 4 (labelled 'unrestricted'): Null specification: Table II Column 3 Alternative special cases: ψ v = ψ s = ψ k = 0: no pricing of higher-order moments; ψ s = ψ k = 0: no pricing of variance, skewness or kurtosis; α a,j,1 = α a,j,2 = 0: no asymmetry associated with jump innovations; γ 1 = γ 2 = 0: constant jump arrival; g 2 (Λ, Φ t−1 ) = β 2 = 0: no 2nd GARCH component; λ t = 0: no jumps; λ t = g 2 (Λ, Φ t−1 ) = β 2 = 0: no jumps and no 2nd GARCH component; ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0 no AR(2) structure for return innovations (stale pricing). p-values (computed in Mathematica at high levels of precision) are reported in brackets. This example presents the equity premium at two different daily diffusive volatility levels. In this example, the parameter estimates are all taken from the 'prudence' model. We fix the jump intensity at the sample average to facilitate comparison. All the numbers are annualized. 
